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Isabelle Lhenry-Yvon , IPN Orsay

STRONG CONCERNS 
ABOUT T3 Errors  
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T3 Errors rate ( hourly)

T3 Error rate : number of tanks in Error/all tanks
Above 10% the hours are declared as bad periods 

The Situation in November 

Small increase in the infill
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Increase is getting really worse mid October

T3 Errors rate ( hourly)
The Situation in at the end of 2018
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HEXAGONS in 2018
Full array Infill

December 2018
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Event rate full array
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Event rate infill array
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Event rate infill array
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SDSHIFTS FUTURE

WHY DOING A SD SHIFT ? 
- A good opportunity to understand who the array is working and how data are build
- A good opportunty to use the monitoring tool MONI and help us to improve it.
-  help us with your a new eye  to make sure that the SD array is under control

WHAT IS STILL MISSING ? 

- Definition of the production of the SD shift ( to be ready for first shift)
- Mails send  to the relevant person in case of an anomaly detected.
- A report will be produced at the end of the shift  
- A summary of the SD Shift could be send to the collaboration (should be very short 

         and synthetic and give at a glance a « health report »  of the array)
- Checks of the PMTs 

- Evolution of Quality cuts of PMT to keep under control
- progress with Ricardo to see how to help him with PMTs.

- Check the rate of  events in both arrays
- Look  on ED tat the highest energy events
- Start reactive check and commissioning of the detectors as soon as they are modified
- Any  other materiel provided by task leaders. 
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First sign 
the 

institute

Then add 
the shifters

SIGN  for  SD SHIFTS ! 


